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INTRODUC:ION
.

The Community College of Vermont grants the Associate degree

upon completion of-111 individualized, competence-based contract.
Within broad guidelines provided by the college, students write
their own statements of competerT, gather evidence to validate
these assertions, and participate inongoing*revmeew with a Local
Reviet/ CQmmittee of peers, community practitioners and -faculty,
and CCV staff. Development of thentract includes Wth'assess-
mentof prior learning, and planning for sponsored learning.
ThEse are integrated through a ' degree deVelopment sequence" Which
includes a variety of workshops. :egular meetings with the review.
committee, and intensive counson; sv.'Dport.

. .

Ihe CAEL special project was ,lestgned to take a close look
at the probiems encountered by sctr.,ents in the degree development
process and to create a 6et of wrIlLel. materials for both students
and teachers to help stuLlento dEvcdop better learning contracts.

This report will summarige tne
The first section will describe the
the tasks it undertook, the results
projected outcomes.

results of the project to 4te. ]

project itself -- its purpose,
of those tasks, and its

Section .7"170 will,describe'the outcomes in detail. It will

v, include a rationale for the process, a description of the barriers
encountered by students as they confront'the development of their
contracts, a description of.CC7's model and degreg development
sequence, an explanation of the materials developed, and a summary
of ehe first round of field testing of the.materials.

The third section will describe the present status of the
project and spell out directions for future development.

In the appendices will be found the full set of materials
developed in the project, a detailed evaluation repbrt of the CCV
contracting and review proceaurec, a copy of the interim report
for CAEL, a summary of an independent research study evaluating
some of the impact of the degree development workshops on student
values and career aspirations, and a brief bibliography c.in materials
from other colleges that we found helpful.
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1.0 THE PROJECT
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Problem

Students find the ,task of identifying and articulating
learned competence to be a difficult.one. They have hehrd that CCV
"gives credit for experience" but are unprepared to analyze that
experience and determine in concise form what they actually learned
from it. That significant learning,means discovering what you know 7

and planning how to learn what you don't, is quite differbnt from 2
their expectation that to learn you have td be taught. Thus, to
make the -transition from passive to active participation is a major
barrier. The initialProjecl proposal identified the following gaps
in CCV's approach to assessing'prior learning:

- we lack a clear definition of what acceptable competence
statements are or what they do;

,
- we lack a full uhtlerstanding of the kinds of conceptual'
'problems met by students when asked to analyze their
experience and articulate their competence;

- we lack a clear model for an instructional sequence to
help students learn to derive statements of competence
from prior experiential learning;

4

- we lack, the varietyof materials and alternative .

approaches necessary to meet the diversity of learning
.styles among contracting students.

Purpose I.

pence, the purpose was
21

... to analyze the problems-and barriers met by'
studentsjih developing competenca'statements,
and on the basis'of this, to develop a training
model with 'guidelines and materials'to enable
the'student to assess her unsponsored experien-.
tial learning in clear statements of competence.

f

.9
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1.3 Projected Outcomes

The ,projected outcomes were :

- a rationale for the process in terms of over 11
4 educational goals;

/

t

- a description of the onceptual and e otionaf
barriers confronted students in as essing
prior experience;

.4

- a model: sequence of exercises designed for use
with students in a group ebtting aimed at helping
them overcome the barriers;

- materials to support those exercises;

- results 9f a round of,field-testing of he materials.

Section 2.0 will present these outcomes in det.il.

1.4 Tasks

In.oi:der to reach the outcomes, a number of tas s weee detailed.
These are list0 below with a brief summary of the result of each.

1.41, Survey existing material in comp etency-based education, especially
work dope with student-written statements of experi tial learning.

The bulk of what we locd-ted relates either to teachel education
or to specific job tfaining. We were able to find very little
material describing. the kinds of broad competence un erlying
a comprehensive effort to help students learn how to learn.
What,we did locdte is listed in Appendix E. Our sear h for help
with student4ritten competence statements was even 1 ss fruit-

, ful, turnir up only the excellent materials develope by
Minnesota Metropolitan State ,College. We welcome any further
references:

1.42,,Ankiy2e- current practices at the Community C011ege of Vermont in

1 the assessment of prior experience.

I
This was carried out over a period or several months 91d resulted
in a detailed report, "Contracting, Review, and Asses ent ,

Procedures", which culminates in a seri? of recommend tions for
internal development. It is folind in Appendix B. ,,

4to
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1.43 Identify.problems met in the CCV process by students, staff, and
community experts in wog according to current practice.

This information, too, will be found in the above report. In
addition, a discussion of the problems encountered by students
appears in Section 2.2 of this report.

1.44 identify the\defining characteristics of a "good" competence
statement and provide a number of examples..

Section 2.1 provides a definition and criteria for such a state-
mint. Examples are included in the materials, packet II, d, 5.

1.45 Identify a model of the learning secuenceqhrough which the learner
goes in confronting and overcoming the problem of assessing' prior
experience.

.This is contained in. detail in Section 2.3.

1.46 evelop a model teaching sequence and sets:of materials for hse
by counselors or trainers in moving learners through the sequence.

Refer, again, to 2.3 and the materials in the Appendix A. Section
2.4 describes and discusses the materials.

11.47 Test aaterials

These were tested in five different workshops with a total of
approximately 40 students.

1.48 Evaluate field-testing of materials and summarize results.

Section 2.5 contains discussions of the field testing.

/
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It 4-4 2.0 OUTCOJES

2:J, Rationale
,

F.

The primary educational aim of'the college is to produce
self-reliant'learners who have learned h w to learn. Suck a'levner

i'-'1capable of moWng tO meet those goals, d can affirm thai-the,goale
4s aware of ids pompetence and values., c identify future goals, is

.. have been met. -This requires the skills of self-assessment, planning,
resource-identification,iinplementation and self-evalUation.

The process of deyeloping a learning contr act provides the
framework through which these skills are learned. The following are :
critical components of CCIPs degree development sequence designed to
bring about the learnings essential to a seff-reliant learner.

A

Students write their\own statements of competence'

FundameAtal to (self-assessment is'the ability, to develop clear,
original,.yet splcifiytatementa"of competence. A statement
of competence is defined simply as "what you knowor can do".
It is an assertion ill, observable form which provides the basis
for validation in conjunction with -a knowledgeable assessor.
It is roughly equivalent to the "behavior" portion of a be-
avioral objective, but generally does not include a desprip=
on of evaluation setting or,a quantifiable ,crIterion. In

most cases, it will describe a skill or inowledge that can be
transferred to another situation.- It is not a description of
a learning experience.

- --.'

Assessment of.pripr learning is integrated-with the student's
overall learning plan ,

.
.

. 0 --

Self-assessment should form the basis fOr planning future learning.
It must, furthermore, .be a continuous process applied to ongoing
sponsored learning. It is not something done upon application to
a program and then forgotten.

Evaluation is goal-referenced

The degree of competence t be demonstrated should vary with th
individual student's learni i goals. Hence, a student working
in child development would of be expected to display the same
types and levels of communic tion skills as oni, working in
secretarial skills.

Li

.
S
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Assessment and evaluation axe undertaken in partnership

Students are responsible for developing assertions of their
competence. In conjunction with knowledgeable assessors, they
develop the criteria and standards forevaluation. Together,
they plan the methods by which they will demonstrate their
competence and the levels at which they must perform. %

In a carefully designed assessing planning-learning7ev2.luating
sequence, all of these pa.rts should work together to pr duce a student
who sees herself as "constant learner", capable of taking responsibility
for her own life and learning, long after she has left

1

CCV4

2.2 Barriers

On the basis of interviews with students; staff, and teachers,
the following appear to be the major barriers confronting students when
they, undertake the development of their contracts.,

1 1

"I just can't find the time"

Most CCV tudents are working adults. Many come home to a housepal ..

of. kids at ni it. They fin_ it difficult to make time at-the ended' a
full working day to do the k oP intensive "homewor0-required.

(

Although there is v4de variation,,k censervative,estimate would put. the
total time for out-of-classroom wor t 120 hougs. On top of this, CCV's

NI1b-current degree development workshops .,pot bear an obvious relationship
to the student's courseof study. They ciftn appear to be simply-another
class added to an already 1;tusy schedule. Iii\a,, non-credit system, the

. direct Payoff is not always apparent. ''...,,,,,,

"Why 'don't you do it like everyone else?"

On first hearing of CCV, *students assume that it is opportuniy.
to "get credit for experience". When they discover that t proces6
demands intensive and often exhausting reflection and analys s of their
experience, many lose their initiative. -

In addition, the competence-based approach is entirely ne
Virtually all of our students, away-frorp formal learning for ye rs,
bring with them assumptions about "real college" which have no eaning

in the CCV context. Considerable time and energy must-go into der-

stranding our unique language and procedures. .

9
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"I'm a terrible vliter"

'Thy necessity to reflect upon experience demands a great deal-of
writing. Almost universally, students view themselves as "bad writers';.
There is a consequent tendency to censor themselves before they even
set pencil to paper. This can result in hours spent in frustration
before blank pages -- or equally often, sheer procrastination. i

"I can do tt, but I pant .explain how"

Adults, unfamiliar with the.predominant thought processes of: higher
education, tend to'think in very concrete'terms. Essential to Operating
learning from description of experience is the ability to think bstractly.
The problem especially acute when we ask students to break dov their
statements ihto tmaller, observable parts.- Our criterion, that

more

compe-t

tence be generalizable to other situations, only makes the task more
difficult. As a point of speculation, could it be that he recent

. Left- brain!" research will help.ua here?

Corrolate to this problem is the difficulty students often ilave in.

petting lone-term goals for themselves. The ability to pull'their'feet
out of the mud for a moment fantasize -- is not highly developed
ill most students. For someone struggling to keep one foot in front of
another, star- axing can be highly threateriing. a

"How can I lay my Whole ,life on the line?"
. \

Assessment of one's own skills requiree,a certain degree of self-
analysis. Although the intensity of, the task varies with the partictlar
student's goals, for everyone this is a time of personal reflection.
Students often have difficulty, deciding how deeply to cut -- -.how personal
their self-assessment should be. For many, going to college is an enormous
hew step. It is frightening. At such timks, it is hard to find the right
level/Of-self-assessment.

1.

"I don't like to brag"

Writing cle ar, simple assertions of what they know or can do seems
to many students an "egotistic" and unnecessary gesture. "Just let my
committee see what I can do and let them decide" is.a common reaction.
Often rooted in a low sense of self-esteem, these reactions, speak again
to the core of a competence-based approach. If our purpose is to help
eUdents raise their self-esteem, we must do more than simply tell them
they Must become more self-assertive. To make an assertion* of competence

is to lay yourself on the line. Other students, CCV staff, and especially
the Local Review Committee loom as potential judges. Faced with this,
it is much easier for the student to take the low road -- "you tell. me
what to do." -

a

AI 4 1.
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It'should be*apparpnt that these are organized in a rough hierarchy
of complexity, moving ?rom -administrative and logistical problems, to
knowledge acquisition, to/concept formation, and finalYy to affective
barriers. -While this is a convenient analysis, it does not imply that

0 the problems are discrete. Rather, each interacts with the others in,a
myriad of ways.

2.3 A model sequence,

Based oh the problem analysis, a7 model sequence of instruction
would have to be sufficiently comprehensive to address the logistical,
conceIqual, and emotional barriers of students in a,holistic way. A
successful model must:

a flexible enough to'allow students to move in and of
the ,sequence as their time schedules permit;

- providesufficient supiport that sheer logistical problems
se.

s(babysitting, transportation, financial aid) can'be met;
,t

- provide ineormation about CCV in clear, simple terms that
students with traditi,pnal expectations can readily understand;

"lb

emphasize from the beginning that writing is an essential
component of the process and provide fof a great deal of
free-writing without judgment;

- ,Irelate clearly to other aspects of the instructional program;

-

pro vide instruction and practice in abstract thought and
the process of analysis, including

. exercises frith - specific questions for analysis
i. movement in exercises from concrete to abstract

. exercises to encourage fantasy tnd "star-gazing"

., practice in, applying such skills

as problem-solving and decision-making.

- provide close, personal support to establish an atmosphere of
trust between student-and instructor as well as among students.

. development of peer support groups

. provision of clearly accessible role models

. opportunity to share experiences and skills

. specific help in techniques of validating competence
non-threatening rehearsals for committee meetings

. opportunities to explore values and career aspirations.
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Alt

As students move through the sequende, they will accomplish the
following tasks:

1. Identify broad learning needs and basic study skills
2. Establish'goals
3 Summarize past experience
4. Identify significant past learnings
5. Identify future'learnings
6. Develop studyiplan,4
7. Implement plan
8. Assess all learning as competence
9. Validate competence

10. Complete contract

. .

The following model attempts to meet these criteria and provide a
frameWork for students to accomplish the tasks. It contains four
major functional components; screening, planning, implementing, and
evaluating. For reference, see the diagram on page 10.

I. Screening

C

,

- On the basis of an initial needs analysis, students will identify
the route they wish.-to follow to the degree. The colors (serving to in- %

dicate perhaps, waves rather than discrete particles) indicate patps likely
to be followed by students with the following characteristics: ,.

Red: students have a clear idea of what they want and
how to get it; they move directly to goal
setting, possibly even skipping further formal,.
learning.

Orange: student6 have a firm sense of overall direction
big, wish to explore some alternative careers and
need to identify specific leaiming needs; they-
move to career exploration first;

Yellow: students-need to "get it together" before they
commit themselves to specific career identifi-
cation; they go first to values clarification
activities;

Green: students need to clarify some values and establish
general directions, but choose not to specialize
in ,a career at this point;

Blue:

41.

4

testing in basic study skills reveals that students
need straight remedial work before they actually
move into the degree program.
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II. Planning
. .

This component begins with entry at points (a); (b),.or (c),
and ends with the completion of a study plan'in the form of an unfilled
contract. The materials packets are, designed to take students through

' each of the sub-parts of this component. In general, (a) and (b) are

4 done is separate workshops of varying length. Parts (c), (4), and (6,)

may be combined in a single "contract workshop" ,pf 10 - 15 weeks, or
may be handled in 'shorter segments. . . .

III. Implementation

This is the actual formal learning part of the sequence in
which the student moves to fulfill the contract in a number of ways,
including- formal classes, independent studies, on- the -job. training,

apprenticeships, or workshops.

IV, Edaluation

Here, the student Completes the development of competence
statementsvalidates'the competence in a,wide variety of ways, and
ties it all together. The materials packets for this component are
written direCtly to the student and the validation procesb is generally
carried out either as a part of a contracting workshop or in individual'
consuAatioh with a CCV staff member.

The Local*,Review Committee (LAC)

Throughout the entire process, the student meets regularly with a
committee of a peer, a Macher, a practitioner, and a CCV\staff member.
Functions are:

LRC1 - Initial guidance and .goal - setting

LRC2 - Confirmation of study plan

LRC
3 .-

On-going review and progress check

, V'

LRC
4

- Final confirmation and recommendation for degree

c
,

1

The CCV Review Board 40,

Comprised of ranking CCV, staff -and community members, this board

4.,
provides an overall quality control function and point of appeal for

-; . . students. This board awards the degree. 1

Because the diagram includes components of the CCV degree princess
lying beyond the scope of this report, we have omitted further detail.
For more information, on the review fuhctions,'refer to thp "Contragting,
Review, and Assessment Procedures" report in-Appendix B.
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On-going counsel±ng support

Upon entry to the sequence, each student is assigned a counseloi
who provides regular, personal contact. The counseling functions
include providing information about the college, helping in "close=!up"
work on the contract, arranging for needed, learning resources, and
extensive personal guidance and 'support. -

Learning outcomes

As the "Rationale" suggests, by the, time a student has completed
the entire degree developient sequence, she should have learned the
skills of self-assessment, planning, resource' identification, implemen-
tation, and self-evaluation in additioh to the specific competence
identified in her contract. But more important still, she should have
learned how to be a self-reliant learner, making, along the, way, these

;
disCoveries:

- my life is filled with rich experiences, both positive
and negative;

- f learned a lOt from those experiences;
- I know and can do more than I thought
- I have a cleaTer idea of where I want my life to go;
- I know how to plan to make it go that way;
- I know how to get the learning 1 need;
- I am a competentaperson,and can it.

2.4 The Materials

At the heart of the entire project are the materials. They
have been designed to mesh with and flesh out each of the stages in the
degree development sequence. Some, are written directly, to students,
some areyritten for use by instructors and counselors. All are
gathered together in a notebook for use by staff. Because of a tight
schedule, some packets remain to be developed. Such ommissions.are
detailed in Section 3,Q. There follows a listing of the materials with
a brief explanation for each. More detailed instructions are contained'
in the beginning of each packet.

Basic Orientation Package

This contains-short hand-outs, written mostly for students, explaining
various aspects of the CCV process. They are intended for use by instruc-
tors in answering specific student questiohs. They also have proven help-
ful as fouhdations for group discussion among students, and as training
materials fox' community adjunct staff.

I

ti



Introductory Exercises

Written for group workshop leaders, these.provide a nufnber of ideas
for helping group members to get to know one another in a meaningful,

yet. non-threatening way. When used with sensitivity, they will help to
st an all-important tone of mutual trust and sharing among students.

aIues Clarification

13

Because so many excellent materials already exist in this area, we
hay.eesimply-produced a short statement of how this component fits into

//

the overall sequence and included a selected bibliography of.materials
we have found particularly helpful. This component generally appears

as a regular part of our course offerings. In some cass, -the contract
workshops will include some values clarification exercises if it appears
appropriate. --

Career Exploration

Included here is a variety of exercises for use in group workshops
designed to 'help students both identify career directions of particular
interest and identify the kills needed as part of their deg ee program.
Some of the exercises are"torrowed, some are original.

Developing Competence Statements

This is a sequenced set of exercises designed to take students from
resume deIielopment through identification of competence learned from
experience to the writing of good statements of their competence. It

includes suggestions for use of the materials with gyoups.

A

Developing Your Plan

Written to the student, this-packet-helps students to separate what
they have 4.rea0 learned from what they still need to leaim. It culmin- '

ates in the completion of a study plan to take to the review committee.

Validating Your Competence

Again addressed to the student, this packpl'helps to explain to the
student how to go about gathering evidence of his competence. It in-

cludes some criteria for good evidence, sample letters and guidelines
for external assessment, and a variety of suggestiOns for assessment of
different kinds of competence.

Completing the Contract .

As oC this writing, this is simply-an explanation of the narrative,
with accompanying exercises and a checklist of "things 'ti do" in. prepare:.

tidn for the final review committee meeting'' In the fuftire4: it will

. include more detailed instructions and explanations of final CCV procedures:,
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2.5 -.Evaluation of theNhterfals

14,

The materials were used in some form in five separate
"contracting workshops" of 10 - 15 weeks each. A total of approxi-
mately forty students'were exposed to them. Because we were trying
to develop the materials and field test them as-we went along, 'it
did not seem reasonable to set up a rigorous evaluation scheme.

Hence, we do not have data on.the impact of these Materials
In terms of measured learning outcomes. A previous study of work-
shops before the material's were developed is summarized in Appendix D.
Plans for future development of materials and a more systematic
evaluation of their effect appear in the next section of this report.

Nonetheless, we received a great deal of feedback from
instructors and students. This was incorporated intb the revised
materials as they are included here. It was essentially anectdotal
and resulted in a substantial number of changes. in.the exercises.
More is undoubtedly yet to come and the user of what we have done
thus'far must be aware,that the materials are still-very much
'subject to change.

re

4
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3(., STATUS

The project is by no means completed. Much remains td'be done,
specifically..in three areas.

3.1 Further development onmaterials

a. The screening system remains vague. When completed,
it should:

- allow students to decide which route, if any,
they went to follow toward the 4egree;

- help students identify basic skillS needed
Ilefore entering the, process.

b. The sectial, on setting goals needs clarification.- This
is currently done primari1$ with our counseling staff.
We need tc mcve the activity closer to the early involve-
ment of thP Local. Review Committee. We need also to
provicle a much wider variety of materials to help
students and community resource people identify needed

c. Extensive work is needed to
A
help students learn how to

make fuller use of community resources to design their
own learning opportunities.;

d. There remain a number of ma4terials to complete for-the-
' basic orientation packagd,)

e. Perhaps integrated with (0 above, 'there is a major
need to provide Local Review Committees with clearer
orientation ma,.:rials and training opportunities to
improve their functions. Foundations for this study
are laid in the CR*P report in Appendix B.

3.2 Further refining on'materials already developed

Full field-testing of the materials included here must be carried
c out. As suggested in 2.5, our'initial evaluation was sketchy at best and
we need to.see how the materials and sequence work when used as a fu],1 unit.

3.3 Outcome evaluation

/ In a sense, this entire report, especially the "rationale" has
been a set of assertions about the sorts of "metalearning" outcomes that,"
can result from a carefully- designed degree development sequence. We' ,
have specified a range of learning outcomes that nought to" result Brim.
it. A rigorous evaluation prdgram to test these assertions would be of
significant importancd not only to CCV but to any CAEL institution
wishing to move in the directions suggested here.
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INTRODUCTION

Ever since the decision was made to offer a degree, CCV
has reverberated with a continual hum of discussion over how
to do it.

Several key parts were in place from early on -- the
competency base, the contract, a commitment to serve vocational
needs, and the Review Committee procedures. The problem was
hoW to make all these work together so that students remained
in control of their own learning.

The basic pattern emerging over the past two and a half
years has worked well. It has produced over 100 graduates of
exceptionally high .quality; it has attracted national attention
for its uniqueness; it has been generally evaluated by students
as having been a rich and rewarding experience. Nevertheless,
there have been problems.

The purpose of the Contracting and Review Assessment
Project has been to take a long, hard look at the whole process
- o assess where we have been, to determine where we are now,
and to make recommendations for future changes. This "CR*P
Report" contains the results of our assessment, descriptions
of important aspects of our current systems, and a number of
recommendations for future development. These recommendations
halie.been discussed by the CCV Review Board, reactions have
come from the staff and what is contained hqre constitutes a
final set of action proposals for apprOval by the Decision Team.
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A. METHODOLOGY .

r

The broad purpose of the prdject was defined at the
outset:

Toexamine all aspects of the CCV review, and
_contracting process and to recommend changes
to the CCV/Review Board and Decision Team
for implementation.

Our examination focused initially on five major areas:

I. The present program
II. The contract format

III. Local Review Coffimittee procedures
IV. The counseling process,
V. Graduate criteria

These areas generated a numb r of specific questions to
which we sought-answers in a variety of ways. These included:.

- personal interviews' with al CCV staff members
- personal interviews with al CCV Review Board members
-*questionnaires sent to all graduates
- questionnaires sent to a sam le of teachers
- questionnaires sent to a sam le of students currently
developing contracts

- questionnaires sent to all Lo al Review committee
members

- personal experience as LRC ch irperson, counselor',
teacher in the contracting pro ess, and CCV Review
Board member.,

In order to come up with a set of clear recommendations,
*from.the mass of detailed, unorganized, and often conflicting
data, it was necessary first to determine what the whole degree
process was designed to produce. Hence, we began by identifying
four general criteria of competenCe for our graduates. This
done, we identified some basic questions. We have termed 'these
"Issues", expressed an opinion,eOut them, and submitted the
recommendations of the CCV Review Board. The remainder of the
report deals directly with findings on major pioblem areas and
makep recommendations.
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B. ISSUES

A handful of Basic Questions has been with us from the
beginning. This report will not attempt to provide Basic
Answers. We will, however, raise the issues to visibility,
express a position, and maki recommendations for some
beginning answers.

1. Should-we offer-6- alternative to the contracting system?

Some students find, the present system difficult.
Because we offer no simpler or more traditional alternative,
goes the argument, we are effectively sifting out only those
students who are motivated to learn on their own. We are
sifting out those very people we are mandated to serve. For
that reason, we ought to provide a more structured curriculum
for those who need more structure.

Our response is that there undoubtedly are many
students who need more structure than we are providing. It
is imperative that we work steadily to provide back -pup
material for such students -- material th-at would provide
sample statements of learning outcomes, materials that would
help students discern more clearly what specific skills.they
must learn to develop their degrees, and materials that would
suggest helpful course sequences to meet programs in which
there is a clear hierarchy of learning to develop.

The fault, we would argue, lies not with the existence
of a contract, but rather with the effectiveness with which we
use the contracting process. Before we turn to alternatives
which would be less conducive to developing autonomy, we must
explore how we can better serve theSe students with a high need
for structure within the contract system.

RECOMMENDATION:

That the college place major emphasis onvproviding7

comprehensive "back-up" materials to help students and
Local Review Committees make contracts more specific.

fi

'
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2. Should we insist that students show growth to receive
the degree?

In a pure sense, a competence-based system .is based
on the aAmption that if a person is competent, she should
receive tht degree -- regardless of where the competence was
developed. It .would follow then, that if William Shakespeare
walked in, showed us his works and otherwise demonstrated his
competence; and demanded a degree, we'd grant it. No required
courses, no further demands.' -

Those who do hot accept this basis would argue either
that he takeba values clarification workshop, or at least that
he write another sonnet for his Review Committee. .

Our position is that while we should, indeed, minimize
the numbers of such students, the process of developing the
contract and demonstrating competence is, in and of itself, a
deeply educational process. If contract development proceeds
through its prescribed phases, the result will 'inevitably be
growth. The difficulty is that while we implicitly operate
on this assumption, we have not made it explicit..

RECOMMENDATION:

That materials be prepared for both students and
Local Review Committees which clearly state that
students are expected to show growth while at CCV
along the four major criteria -- personal, social,
manual/physical, and intellectual.

3. Should we insist that students indicate breadth as well
as depth?

Occasionally, students have "slipped through" our
system and demonstrated a great deal of specific competence,
but have left us feeling that they seriously lacked breadth.
It has been. suggested that we require students to indicate
that they have explored at least one area new to them in the
contractire,process4 We would not recommend that this be
made a requirement.

RECOMMENDATION:
/

That students who take no CCV courses should
indicate some commitment to CCV by
giving a seminar, or otherwise repaying the college
in kind for a period of at least one term.

24
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4. Do you have to kr.low what you can do, or is it enough
just to do it?

This rapidly becomes a very complicated question.
For some students, the discovery that "you have to know what
you know" is a tremendously important one; for others, the
process of .abstracting, of "talking about" what they feel
they can do anyway, is difficult.and unnecessary. This latter
position takes on particular significance in the case of the
manual and physical competence areas: mustyou talk about
how you hike as wellas actually do-it?

Tp oversimplify, we hold that most learning involves
both-doing and understanding. Just as practice is informed
and improved.by theory, so also is the opposite true. We
would recommend that in the counseling, teaching, and contract
development process, thp student be made aware o the value of
both. In as many cases as,possible, she should develop compe-,.
tence at both levels. But we would not recommend that the
degree structure be modified to insist on it.

1.
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1. OUR CRADUATES

By definition,any educa tional expe rience has an impact4
on a student. Most institutions attempt, it some way, to
control the nature of thdt impact. CCV is no-exception.
-DeiPite oc6asioyel attempts to claim that"we only exist to
servstudent n&d", we are forced again and again to admit
'that we.da, very much influepce.our students-- and we
influence them largely in terms of our own values. Because
our,personal values vary significantly, the college has been
forced to confront more sternly the question, "what a;,-p our

!to" institutional values?" . In an effort to lay,a.framewoik fpr
answering that qUestion, we placed major emphasis on asking
all groups interviewed, "What should our students be like?"
The Auestion,was.designed to elicit'reflectiOns.and dis7
cussion leading to the;developMent of some criterion state -,
ments against whichwe Might begin f.o measure hOw effective
our many styres,'procedilres; and systems are at prodUcing
the sort of graduates we be'ieve we should.

/
After a great deal of ,discussion and analysis, we have

come up with a small number of general statements that serve
as a broad basis for making the.rdcommendations here as well
as determining our effectivdtess aswe go along.

A - sampling

Weil over one hundred different criterio suggestions werfeir
offered. Their variety is Considerable: t should our
graduates be like?". is a seminal question. gpprOpriately, the
responses were fertile, -Uere_gre some:

4

- .they, shou ld know what they want and feel they can get it
- they'should.have a basic grasp of the.language and '

content of their subject field
trey should be able to think abstractly and be
articulate

- they should know how.to go on learning
- theyshou1d be trustworthy, not be manipulative
-.they should have anincreased sense of their own worth
- they should be. better equipped to get the kind of job
"they want

- they, should be tolerant of ambiguity
- they.mutle able to write with a loasiC minimum of skill
= they should be q.le"ta get involed in community affairs.'

27
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A proposed,model

CCV has, since its inception, affirmed that competence
must be demonstrated in three realm's: competence with things,
people, and information. This has been critically important
throughout our development and should continue to be. Thp
problem is that a significant number of the criteria emerging
in ourstudy do not fit readily intoany of the three categories.
Rather, they seem to form a fourth cluster -- somehow of a
different dimension -- focused on the student within, rather
than on relationships without. It would seem to make sense,
therefore, to suggest that the missing element has been 4t the
intersection of our three rings. Hence:

I. Personal
Competence

II. Social
Competence

III. Physical.
Competence

IV. Intellectual
Competence

,

Using this asiour paradigm, it becomes obviou.s that there is a
central relationship to.all areas lying within the student:
This then provides a framework into which virtually all of the
suggested criteria fit readily.'

I., Graduates should be better able to,guide the directions
of their own lives.

- they:have sufficient self - awareness to identify
' areas for futdre growth and to work toward their, .

goals;

- they can communicate effectively.

1.

II. Graduates should be better able to work and live as
productive community members.

- they are sufficiently aware of their surrounding
'community to establish effective community relation-
ships;

- they have developed awareness of the cultural and
historical setting of their community.

4

4,,
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III. Graduates should be better able to use their physical
attributes effectively.

- they are aware of how they interact with their
physical environment;

- they possess a reasonable degree of physical
competence.

IV. Graduates should be better able to think critically.and
creatively.

- they can think analytically in dealing with
information, making decisions, -solv4g problems,
and evaluating;

r

- they can act creatively;

- 'they possess a significant level of knowledge
in a chosen field.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

a. That the college recognize fo rmally the
tecoMmended four criteria and the areas
of competence as essential characteristics
desired of any graduate.,

b. That consideration be given to developing a
detailed follow -up study of graduates in-
cluding a model to measure growth along ,;;4..",
these criteria.

r)
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2. THE DEGREE PROGRAM STRUCTURE

The working draft o this report concluded that there was
a need to make changes in the current degree program structure.
We identified three alternative approaches to the task and
-requested the CCV Review Board to select one. The Board chose
"Alternative Three",,the least structured of the choices pre-
:sented. The broad outlines of this approach are sketched'below.

The new structure, is different from the previous one'in
that the college will no longer require the "program goals".
identified for each "program area", i.e., Human Services;
Administrative Services, and.'Gpneral Studies. Instead, the
college will require that a44stunts demonstrate competence
in ten "areas of competence": A

1) Self-awareness
2) Interpersonal competence

I.3) Community relationships
4) Cultural and historical awareness s'

5) Interaction with physical environment
6) Physical competence
7) Creative competence
8) Analytical competence,

-dealing with information
4 -making decisions

-solving problems
-evaluating

9) Knowledge
10) Communicatibn

NJ

The present programs will be retained as guidelines for
students and Local Review Committees, but the actual "labeling"
of the degree will be agreed uponbetween the LRC and the
student.. This implies an expanded role for the LRC., There
must be an early meeting between committee and student to
identify the learning that must be acquired or demonstrated by
the student. At a later meeting, this is crystallized into a
plan for approval. For details, see the description of the
"degree development sequence" in Section 3.

ti
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As before, the prograth tline sheets in the contract-win
link four major compodents.- In place of "program goals", how-
ever, will be the area of competence. What were previously
called "objectives" will be "statements of competence". And
what was called "documentation" will be labeled "evidence".

RECOMMENDATION:

a. That the college incorporate into planning a
detailed schedule for full implementation of
the new structure. %. `';`i

b. That all present documents be re-written to
describe the new procedures.

.4.
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3. THE DEGREE DEVELOPMENT SEQUENCE

Initially, the business of "writing a contract" was
seen as an individual series of steps taken by the student
with the help of a couriselor and the Local Review Committee.

,-As it became'apparent thatthis was bbth inefficient and
lonely, we began to move toward use of group settings.
These "contracting classes" have become central toour acti-
vities. As our experience has grown, we have begqn to
discover some.new problems. Not every student starts at the
same place. Moreover, all move at different speeds. Working
effectively with a variety of student needs in a single group
has proven difficult'and frustrating for students and counselors
alike.

In addition, Local Review Committees have been accosted
with students at a bewildering variety of states and readiness.
Sometimes students arrive with very little idea of what they
want to do and less .in the way of a plan ito do it. At other
times, students arrive with their entire,61an in hand, all
documented, expecting to receive the degree. Clearly, the
task varies from meeting to meeting.

In an effort to view the degree development process as a
total system, we have sketched the charts on pages 16 and 17.
Basically, we view the process as consisting of four discrete
parts, incorporating activities of the Local Rdgew Committees,
the student, and the counselor.

I. PRISM

When a student first expresses interest in working
toward the.degree, she is referred to the screening
process. This is essentially a means of self-
selection and consists of clear orientation to the
possible roads ahead so that she can decide which
is the most appropriate route to follow. There .

will probably be some form of objective = testing as
well, but the details remain fuzzy at this point.
It has been suggested that the analogy is really
more to a prism, than a screen for what emerges is
in terms of waves rather than discrete parts.

TheFutes available would be as follows:
4Y

Rid: for the student who feels she has
has everything she needs, and only
has to write a contract and document
it.



Orange: fdr the student who knows what he
wants but still needs to develop
in certain areas.

Yellow: for the student who knows what
general area she wants but needs
to explore more specific career
or work. pCssibilities.

Green:

Blue:

for the student who has a'lot of
exper ce but no idea what to do
with it.

for the student who lacks basic
learning skills and needs remedial
work before beginning contracting.

II. PLANNING

This phase consists of several parts, each of which
may be addressed separately, in accord with the
student's particular need. The Planning Phase is
over when the student presents her stbdy plan tok.
the L cal Review Committee.

A. Career Exploration

For students' who want to know more about
what careers they might pursue, this
provides a series of workshops and
exercises to help them find out what is
possible and what skills they will need.

B. Values Clarification

For students who are unclear about their
future directions, this provides a chance
to explore their likes and dislikes/
strengths and weaknesses, and to begin
determining some goals.

.C. Set Goals

This is a crucial step for all students.
The groundwork'is laid with the counselor,
and in groups. The LRC plays a key role'
here in helping the student early on to
determine what skills she must identify
in her plan.

Jr
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D. Assessing Where You Are

This consists of a series,of exercises
designed to help, the student assess all
her relevant prior experience a9d come
up with a list of cuirent compe nce.

E. Developing a Plan

At this point, the student goes - through
a set of steps aimed%at'helping her to
put together all the previous information
to establish what competence she needs,
.how she will gain it, and-how shy will
demonstrate that she has it.'

III. IMPLEMENTATION

At this phase, the student carries out the plan.
Any changes of a Major nature must be cleared with
the Local Review Committee. This phase is over
when the studeAt determines that she has completed
the plan'and decides to "wrap it up" for final
*review.

Vv.

IV. EVALUATION .
Regardless of what path they hffta'followed previously,
all students will go through t same steps here.

A. Assessing all learning

Wherbas the earlier assessment exercise
for the basis of planning., this time
the student will assess his learning in
terms of the particular degree goals and
competencies for which he wishes to
receive the degree.

B. Validating competence

ti

This consists of a variety of matertals
and exercises helping the student to
confirm that she does, indeed, have the
competence s-he claims. Some validation
of competence May be demonstrated, other
may be supporting material indicating in
one way or another that the student is-
competent.

e.



C. Completing the package w

This is'a checklist and supporting
material to help the student make
sure everything is inNorder for the
final meeting with.her.committee.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

a. That the college ,adopt the model presented and
use it as the basis for plannlng future activities,
developing materials, and identifying staff
functions.

b. That the college place*Major emphasis on the-
development of specific materials to support
students, staff, and Local Review Committee
members at every phase of the contracting
process.

c. That the college place equal emphasis on
training for staff and Local Review,Committee
members in the implementation of the process.

'S
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CCV DEGREE DEVELOPMENT SEQUENCE (simplified)

This is a simple flow diagram showing the major phases that a
stuaent goes through from start to finish. It also suggests
how the Local Review Committee and Counselor help along the way.
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Local Review Committee,Functions

4 In accord with these steps, the Local Review Committee
clearly has certain functions.

LRC
1

18

Initial Guidance and Goal Setting

At this point, the student will meet with her
committee for initial guidance. She may simply
want some ideas about where to go to get started,
or gay have certain basic questions or reserva-
tions. At this meeting, she will identify the
skills and knowledge which the LRC feels she must
gain in order to receive the degree. In such a
meeting, the committee acts basically as an
advisor. This is not a judgmental session.
. ,

\
LRC

2
Plan Confirmation 1

,.,

This is a decision point. All students must pass
through this point to receive confirm&Xion of their
plan. Although they may, indeed, seek advice,and
additions, this meeting must make the decision as
to whether the student is ready to proceed or not.

In the case of "red" students, the meeting must
.decide if the student "has enough" to proceed,

- directly ahead to the "Evaluation.'' phase.

LRC
3

Mid-course check

This function is essentially for "mid-course
correction". A student may have a number of
these meetings. Generally, the committee will
be advising rather than deciding. The one
exception would be when the student has substan-
tial changes to propose in the initial plan. In
such cases, the committee must give its formal
approval.

.
I)

.IJRC
A Final Confirmation

Here, the primary function is judgmental, although
theiermay be a, certain amount of future planning
and advising as well. At this point,-the student
submits his final completed contract will all
supporting material. When the committee confirms
that the contract is, indeed, complete, they
recommend the student to the CCV Review Board for
the degree.

er 4 j
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The Counselor Functions

' In accord with the model, several distinct counseling
functions also fall out.

Cl Initial screening

19,

I.

Here, the counselor helps the student to understand
the forest that lies ahead and to select a most
appropriate pathway.

C2 Remedial help

C3

C
4

This job involves helping the student determine how
to develop the initial basic study skills necessary
before the contracting process can begin,

Goal Clarification

This requires one-to-one or group work in leading
the student toward greater clarification of her
values'.

Career Exploration

This involves helping the student to becote more
specific about career or job choice. It may be
one either through reference to resources-or-
throughworkshops.

C5 Plan Development and Confirmation

This means helping the student to put together a
good plan and presenting it to the Review Committee.

C
6

Learning ImprementatiOn

Cl

Here, the counselor adviseS students on how th'ey
might go'about carrying out their plan. Often,
a good, deal of personal support is.also necessary
at this point.

Evaluation

At this point, the counselor helpS students with
the whole process of "pulling it together". It

- involves everything from helping in the develop-
ment of statements of competence to. gathering ,..

validation material-to assuring that everything.
is ready for the final Review Committee meeting.

241,014Prda
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Although these functions are fairly distinct and may
require quite different skills or preferences, it does not
necessarily fol]ow tHat-they.must be carried out by different
people. -The important point.is that they be recognized as
being distinct functions. Thus,-site planning can be developed
to allow the best fit of person with task.

i
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4. THE LOCAL RINIEW.COMMITTEE

One of the most innovative and significant parts of the
entire CCV ,structure is the..tocal Review,Committee Consider-
ing that we have Virtually'thrown the participaht together .

with very little prior training or orientation, L Cs have
been:remarkably successful. The'belief that_thi function,
should be in the hands-of the community and th conviction
that it can be, has been largely vindicated.

'Phis is not to sat, however, that -we are without problems
Commepts from participantt all levels have revealed a
variety.46f problems, ranging from the global, "We dor-Ot wave
any idea of what 'we!r4 supposed to do," to the mundane. but
disturbingly frequente 'They take so muCh.time to set up!

.Broadly, the'pfoblems broke into two general areas:

Local Review Committee functions are notc.learly
delineated or understood. Students are nervous

out them; members are .unfamiliar with our rules
d their responsibilities; staff are concerned
ut the apparent lack of standards and dearth'

f specific materials for guidance;'aad almost
everyone agrees that the brief time .s'not enough
to allow trUSy beneficial.interaction. In general,
it appears. that we are not' yet-making the best
possible use of the Committees.

2) The Committees are difficult to organize. Membership
fluctuates ftoM meeting to meeting, important members
afe sometimes absent when most needed,, a large amount
of staff time is consumed simply in setting upthe
meetings' This seems'to,be largely because members
are generally working people donating'their time.
The consensuS is that ive can only expect so much
from such community-people -- and we are demanding

,more.

411

We would make the following recommendations:

RECOMMENDATION

1

o

4) Clearl', identify the "fit" between the Local
Review Committee and the degree develqpment
proces . On this basis, identify theparti=

.cular unctions to be played at each stage of
the p cess. Relate this to the roles to be

A playe by members..

441
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b) Develop ,a detailed and comprehensive set of
guidelines for LRC members clarifying the
above model and clearly specifying the natures
of the role to be played at a particular time.

Include in the guidplines whatever supportive'
materials may be necessary, explaining college
procedures, ground rules, policies, and expecta-
tions.

Develop a sequence and supportive materials for
a comprehensive orientation and training
procedure for LRC members.

d) Establish a staff, student, expelit "Study GroUp"
to explore how we can develop clear program
standards for use by students and LRCs.

JVP1te high allege pri 'ty on obtainidg funding
to p;ovide s me f of r imb_ursegment_fer-IRC
me ers.

f) Identifycriteria'and required competence for-
the chairship of LRCs and select from the
college staff at large for the position.

ea'

AA/
1-$.45.4
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5. THE CCV REVIEW BOARD

This was the least controversial of. all matters discussed
in the project.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

a. That the college accept the following fuAtions
for the Board:

1 - to prov3ide,a final point of appeal .for
students; Local Review Committees, or
staff people who wish a final ruling
on a matter;

2 - to ensure college-wide consistency by
sampling Contracts across sites or
prograths;

3 - to provide rulings on degree policy and
procgdures emerging from selected
contracts;

4 - to provide a mirror-of community standards
and reactions to student work;

1.

5 - to carry out continuing review and evalua-
tion of the entire contracting and degree
process at CCV and to make recommendations
for changes to the Decision Team.

b. That the ,college develop and make generally avail-
able,a clear explanation of how the review process
operates at this level, including criteria for
referrals to the Board.

a
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6. TEACHERS
lt

..,

The or iginal draft of this report contained no seption,
dealing directly with how'teachers fit into the degree
development process. AsonecCV Review Board member put it,
".As I read the report I saw frequent erence to 'learning',
'students', and 'competencies', but o mention of "teachers!"
It seems that teachers are too often forgotten members of..
the Cd., community. This is a serious omission. .

In the teacher questionnaire, sent to solicit teachers'
views abbot how to improve the contracting and review process,
therg was frequent mention of the need to inform teachers more
fully of how contracting works and of how they can be 'pre
effectively brought into the process. The respChses were a
gold mine of crea2tive suggestions.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

a. That the college incorporate into itsrplanning
a major effort to explore and implement ways,
to integrate more fully what students need to
learn as a part of the contracting process
with what happens in the classroom.

b. That included ln,the effort be:

- ways to help students make better use-
of their teachers;

- ways to inform teachers more fully
about the contracting process and
what part they can play in it;

- ways to help teachers design'their
courses to focus on the college compe-
tence areas, including assessment of
past learning.

4:14
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7. AMECHANISM FOR ORDERLY CHANGE

Because we are inventing our own systems largely out 'of
the air, we must expect that at least half of what we produce
at any given time will be obsolete within a year. Change
happens fast and continuously.

At the same time, the pelf -mell rate of change during
the last several years has left our students often confused
and sometimes, angry.- We all know what it has done to our
staff.

There is a clear need to remain responsive to needs for
change, yet At the same time to contain change so that it
happens in an orderly fashion.

A clear solution would be a standing committee to meet
in March and September. It would becomprised of two College
Council members and the Director of Learning Services fOr the
purpoSe of gathering and making recommendations for change in
t4p, C9ntracting and Review Process. This group would meet
twice a year, in March and September. Recommendations made
to the Director of Learning Services would then go_to the
CCV/Review Board. After discussion, the recommendations of
the Board would be forwarded to the Decision Team.

RECOMMENDATION:

That a standing committee as described be
established to provide a mechanism for orderly
change in the degree process.

4
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D. WHENCE AND WHITHER

Through the cacophony of CCV changes over the past three
years, it is sometimes difficult to discern the clear note of
progress. Up close, we tend to drown out with our own voices
the sound of another's song. Yet leaning back a bit, we can
hear it -- sometimes only an echo, but increasingly often these
days, clear notes, sometimes even a hint of a melody.,

4M Steadily, our communities are filling with people who know
how we work and who support our activities. Steadily, we grow
clearer and more sure of our own professional competence.
Steadily, we become more aware of how we are seen in a national
perspective. And most important of all, steadily our students

-grow more sure and more competent.

We have come a long way. Like that antedeluvian beast,
we have emerged now from the ooze and stand poised to walk on
the land. A whole new forest lies ahead: Some tasks, nearby,
will require only moving ahead in directions well established.
Others, more distant, will demand a whole array of new approaches.

Immediate tasks:

Assuming the bulk of the recommendations are adopted,
at least the following tasks must be accomplished:

- continued development of the supportive
contracting materials

- development of a contracting screening
process and materials

- development of Local Review Committee
guidelines and training schema

- development of detailed curriculum back-up
material's

- development of mater ials to support the
competence areas.

Long-term ,,taskst:

There are many,- among them, an attack on the problem
of "standards", and a full-blown follow-up study. For our
purposes here, however, we wish to point to what appears to be
the shadow of a' rather formidable hulk in the forest.

A. The number of students currently demikding entry
to the contracting process is considerably more
than we are ser44ing. Demand will certainly grow
greater and faster as our influence in communities
extends.
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B. Our current process requires an extraordinarily
high degree of counselor-student contact time.
It is clear that even group contracting is not
enough to meet the growing demand.

C. Given these two propositions, it appears that we
have at least three choices:

1) Develop an alternative degree process
wI±ch allows students ,to "add up"
ompetence in some way without actually

putq.ing together a contract.

.2) Create a set of self-instructional materials
to help unusually self-motivated students
delielop their own contracts.

3) Develop a comprehensive plan for extending
the contracting process and support system
more fully into the community so that in-

* dividuals and agencies other than ourselves
are taking on the contracting process.

Our own preference lies with the latter two alternatives.
As should have been clear in the early part of this report,
we believe it is still=too early to assume that the contracting
process cannot be effectively used with all contracting students.

Whichever we choose, howevet, it Is imperative that we fix
-long-term sights on the problem, for we are already stumbling
toward,it. Without our careful thought and coherent effort,.
it will be upon us before we know it.

I

"
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E. APPENDIX

A Summary of Recommendations
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1. Our Graduates

a. That the college rapb,gnize formally the recommended
four criteria and the areas of competence as essen-
tial characteristics desired of i #gduate.

b. That consideration be given to developing a
detailed follow-up study of graduates including
a model to measure growth along these criteria.

2. The Degree Program Structure

a. That-the college incorporate into planning a
detailed schedule for full implementation of
the new structure.

b. That all present documents be re- written to
describe the new procedures.

3. The Degree Development Sequence

a. That the college adopt the model presented and
use it as the -basis for planning future activities,
developing materials, and identifying staff
functions.

b. That the college place major emphasis on the
development of specific materials to support
students, staff, and Local Review Committee
members at every phacp of the contracting

' process.

c. That the college place equal emphasis on training
for staff and Local Review Committee members in
the implementation of the process.

4. The Local Review Committee

a. Clearly identify the "fit" between the Local
Review Committee afid the degree development
process. On this'basis, identify the particular
functions to be played at each stage of the
process. Relate,this to the roles to be played
by members.

b. Develop a detailed and comprehensive set of
guidelines for LRC members clarifying the
above model and clearly specifying the nature
of the role to be played at a particular time. .



Include in the guidelines whatever supportive
.materials may be necessary, explaining college
procedures, ground rules, policies, and expecta-'
tions.

c. Develop a sequence and supportive materials for
a comprehensive orientation and training
procedure for LRC members.

d. Establish a staff, student,. expert "Study.Grdup"
to explore how we can develop clear program
standards for use by students and LRCs.

e. Place high college priority on obtaining funding
to provide some form of reimbursement for LRC
members.

f. Identify criteria and required competence for
the chairship of LRCs and select from the
college staff at large for the positibn,

5. The CCV Review Board

a. That the college accept the following functions
for the Board:

1 - to provide a final point of appeal for
students, Local Review Committeesk or
staff people who wish a final rulir6
on a matter;

2 - to ensure college-wide consistency by
sampling contracts across sites or
programs;

3 - to provide rulings on degree policy and
procedures emerging from selected contracts;

4 - to provide a mirror of community standards
and reactions to student work;

5 - to carry out continuing review and evalua-
tion of the entire contracting and degree
process at CCV and to make recommendations
for changes to the Decision Team.

b. That the college develop and make generally avail-
able a clear explanation of how the review process
operates at this level, including criteria for
referrals to the Board.

.1/



6. TeAchers

a. That the college incorporate into its planning
a major effort to explore and implement ways
to integrate more fully what students need to
learn as a part of the contracting process
with what happens in the classroom.

b. That included in the effort be:

- ways to help students make better use
of their teachers;

- ways to inform teachers more fully
ab6ut the contracting process and
what part they can play in it;

- ways to help teachers design their
courses to focus on the college
competence areas, including assessment
of past learning.

7. A Mechanism for Orderly Change

a. That a standing Committee As descri4ed_be
established to provide a mechanism $or orderl

vo change in the degree process.

50,
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APPENDIX C

STUDENT SELF-ASSESSMENT

OF NON-SPONSORED LEARNING

A CAEL Special Project

Interim Report
MAy 6, 1975

COMMUNITY COLLEGE OF VERMONT



The CAEL Special Project proposal identified the need to create
materials to hIlp'students in developing their own statements of ,

of competence. To do this, it .identified the following tasks:

A. Survey existing material in competency-based education,
,especially work done with student-,wrj.tten statements of
experiential learning.

B. Analyze current practices at the Community College of
Vermont in the assessment of prior experience.

C. identify problemd'met in the CCV process by students,
staff, and community experts in working according to
current practice.

D. Identify the defining characteristics of a "good"
competency statement and prVide a number of examples.

E. Identify a model,- or several models, of the learning
sequence through which the learner goes in confronting
and overcoming the problem of assessing prior experience
for competence.

F.' Develop a model teaching sequence\and sets of materials
for use by counselors or trainers in moving learners
through the sequence.

G. Test materials.

H. Evaluate field-testing of materials and summarize results.

To date, we have accomplished tasks A through F. Testing and evaluation
of materials are beipg carried out currently. We expect to produce a

voUpal report by July 1, 1975. That report will include:

a) a rationale for the process in terms of overall
educational goals.

b) a description of the conceptual and emotional
barriers confronted by students in assessing
prior,experience.

a model sequence of exercises designed for use
with students in a group setting aimed at
helping them overcome the barriers.

d) materials to support those exercises.

e) results of a round of field-testing of the
materials.

i=d0
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Although full details will be provid-ed in'the final report,'a brief
summary of our findings so far would make these points.

A. We have been unable to find any institution engaged in helping
students develop their own statements of competence. We look '
forward to meeting such people, if they exist, at the CAEL
conference.

B. CCV has been assessing prior experience for the Associate
Degree for the past three years. This has been done in the
context of a "contract" linking broad college-set goals with
specific student-written statements and appropriate documen-
tation. Until very recently, however, the "student statements"
tended to describe experience more often than competence and
supporting evidence was related to that experience. For
obvious reasons, we are trying to get away from that pattern
and move toward helping students analyze their experience to
extract from it broad statements of learning and thence,
specific statements of competence.

;

. C. Simply put, many students find it very difficult to extract
what they have learned from what they experienced. To abstract
yet another step and identify a specific transferrable competence
doubles the difficulty. We know from experience, howeyer, that
it is possible and that given a clear, step-by-step se ice,
students find it not only possible but a rewarding expegrience in
self-discovery as well.

D. As we are now defining it, a "good" statement identifies a
skill or bit of knowledge that the student has acquired which
can be transferred to another situation. It is essentially
an assertion of competence which the student will validate and
document through any of a variety of evaluation methods. It is
roughly equivalent to the "behavior" portion of,a behavioral
objective. It is written, however, in the present tense, and
does not include a description of the setting or an evaluation
criterion.

E, F. These are attached. It shouldbe noted that they are still very
much in draft and may be revised considerably upon completion
of field testing.

We regret that we have not been able to provide full sets of the
experimental materials to everyone who has requested them but costs
have not made it possible. We will, however, make available the final
report and complaed materials this summer.

L. A. Daloz
Director, Learning Services
Community College of Vermont
P. 0. Box 81
Montpelier, Vermont
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APPENDIX D

'In April, 1975, Kathleen Rice, a student at Columbia University,
$ conchided a study, as her dissertation project, on The Impact of CCV

Bourses on Adult Deci,..sion Making'Behavior. Some imPortant conclusions
. and recommendations emerged fromLthis study. These were:

Most of the students sampled (30 out Of 39) fosid\the et

study plan workshops extremely valuable in itsTffildhas&s:
on learning about'values and career alternatives.

kj
$

, -
. ,

.

41(P,

- 88% felt that adults need help in acquiring decision-
making skills. a

= 75% felt that the workshop met their objectives.-

- Over three - quarters, reported that the workshop helped
7 them make bettef, more perionally satisfying decisions

after the workshop was over.

"It was-found that the courses, met.their stated objectives in that
they: (1) increased participant self-awareness especially in.terms of
values clarification, (2) their skill to translate values into
objectives and goals', (3) incA sed their awareness -o£ environmentalan

opportunities (and, presumably, limitat4ions) especially-with regard to
educational and career alternatives and to acquire relevant and reliable
information associated with those, alternatives, and (5) fostered an.
attitude of planfulness in that participants seemed able to integrate
Via above knowledge,iAto a plan for decision making especially with

`regard to contract formation.' Because, as haabeen argued, these be-
_

haviors are essential to wise and skillful decision making, and becalthe
,''the results indicate that the courses enhanced overall decision making

abilitiy ag'measured by tice,CDE, it is concluded that the course had a
substantial and positive impact on the decision-making behavior bf their
adult students.

Furthermore; since the results "revealed that the courses had positive
impact relating tb skills which connect decision-making ability to Ace- .

tion4idevelopment, it appears that-the courses' emphasis on counseling .
for-decision Inking had favorable impact ,on the broader goal of enhanced

-7" vocational development. Thus, we may conclUde that the courses fostered
. the vocational maturity.of its adult students."

The results of this s u y show that the counseling in study plan
workshops has produced the d sired effects relative to helping students
set goals and objectives and to fohering vocational development.. Adult
students both need and want unseling for decision-making skills. Pet-

_

haps one implication of this study would be for the College to offer
/ decision-making cou es to the general student body rather than just to
(1 students in study plan workshops,

For further Apformation,contact: Ms. athleen Rice
57 Appletoh Street
Boston, MassachuSetts 02116
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APPENDIX E

The following people and institutions have produced materials which
we found especially helpful. Our thanks to all.

Judy Hart
Alverno College
3401 So. 39th St..
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Gary N. Peterson
Center for Educational Design
'Florida State-University

Tallahasee, Florida 32306

Aubrey Forrest
Minnesota Metropolitan State College
LL90 Metro Square
7th & Robert

_St. Paul, Minnesota 55103

Carol Gene Brownlee
Sterling College
Sterling, Kansas 67579.

Southern Regional Education Board
130 Sixth St., N.W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30313

wg

Mahesh Sharma

Capital Higher Education Service,
275 Windsor Street
Hartford, Connecticut 06120

Robert Knott
Mars Hill College
Mars Hill, North Carolina

Rick Meeth
SUNY at Buffalo
Foster Annex
Buffalo, New York 14214

Fran Mfad

Regional Learning Service
405 Oak Street'
Syracuse, New York 13203
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